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Abstract— For reconstructing volume of filtered projection data 
a parallel computing algorithm is proposed which suits spiral 
cone beam CT access for improvement of speed with high end 
processor. This work uses phantom data to achieve higher speed 
by accessing memory many times here the work is carried frame 
by frame as the pixel data arrives from filtered back projection; 
Interpolation is used for dedicated volume data which is decided 
by the coordinates of neighborhood pixels. Image quality is 
achieved in real time to refine artifacts by using parallel 
computing algorithm, experiment results shows the reduction of 
memory accessing times from many to one. 
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I INTRODUCTION 
Digital image reconstruction is a robust by means by which 
the underlying images hidden in blurry and noisy data can be 
reveled [14]. The main challenge is sensitivity to measure 
noise to the input data, which can be magnified strongly, 
resulting in large artifacts in the reconstructed image .Many 
imaging techniques are based on reconstructing an image 
from data that can be interpreted, either directly or after some 
preprocessing, as a set of projections of the imaged object.  
The mathematical foundation is provided by the Radon 
transform (RT) which computes 1-D projections of a 2-D 
data at different view angles. Different from X-ray 
radiograph, the inner structure of the FOV can be detected 
with CT, or the CT image has much better space resolution 
than tradition X-ray radiograph [14]. CT has gain widely use 
as a tool not only in medical as medical imaging, noninvasive 
diagnostics and surgical planning but also in industry for 
nondestructive inspection[15]. In CT imaging, for example, 
the data is obtained by passing a set of narrow X-ray beams 
through the scanned object and collecting their intensities 
using an array of sensors. The acquired data represents the 
Radon transform of the cross-sectional absorption densities 
that form the image [1]. Munson et al. [2] showed that the 
data collected by the SAR, after demodulation and low pass 
filtering, represents the Fourier transform of the projections 
obtained from the reflectivity density of the targeted ground 
patch. 
X-ray computed tomography is a technique closely combined 
with the X-ray radiation. With the technique, the inner 
structure of an N dimensional object can be reconstructed 
from the N -1 dimensional projections [4] Different from X-
ray radiograph, the inner structure of the FOV can be 
detected with CT, or the CT image has much better space 
resolution than tradition X-ray radiograph[12]. 

However most popular in practice are methods based on the 
back projection (BP) operation which reduces the distortion 
by avoiding the interpolation step. The approach is also more 
suitable to handle other problems such as wave front 
curvature effects in SAR imaging the image reconstruction 
algorithm for the spiral cone beam CT can be divided into 
two categories, the approximate and the exact. Typically, the 
former one contains various kinds of the FDK-type algorithm 
transformed from the classic FDK-algorithm for circular cone 
beam CT which is widely used in the clinic now a days . The 
advantage of the FDK algorithm includes its fast computing 
speed and good image quality. But the disadvantage is also 
obvious, that is the cone beam angle could not be too big, or 
the artifact becomes very serious. Nowadays, the spiral cone-
beam CT is not only the mainstream for its really fast 
scanning speed and the ability to produce truly 3D image and 
[5,6]. In 2002, katsevich proposed the first theoretical exact 
reconstruction formula for spiral; cone beam CT [7,8]. It is of 
truly FBP type with one dimensional shift invariant filtering, 
as a result the computation is more efficient than the random 
transform based reconstruction algorithm .It has feature of 
solving the long object problem and uses the data inside the 
Tam-Danielson window[9] and some more outside the 
window. Though it’s numerous advantages, the bottle neck is 
still obvious for its intensive computation. After the formula 
came out, several numerical study and implementation for the 
formula has been reported 
In 2007, Jiang proposed a fast algorithm for katsevichs 
formula, the cone beam cover method [10] different from the 
pi –line method; the new method adopts the new concept 
cone beam cover. The method can update the voxel defined 
in the cone beam cover for each projection frame, so a 
parallel computing can be achieved .then, and then implement 
the new method with a Linux cluster [12] .Each frame 
occupies a computation node  
In this paper, we focus the back projection (BP) operation the 
computational bottle neck [13] of the FBP algorithm. 
 

II . BACKGROUND 
An essential step in image reconstruction is back projection, 
which is the ad joint to forward Projection process that forms 
the projections of the object. Figure 1 shows the back 
projection along a fixed angle, Ø Conceptually, back 
projection can be described as placing a value of p(s,Ø) back 
into an image array along the appropriate LOR, but, since the 
knowledge of where the values came from was lost in the 
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This indicates that if the projection data of a ray is given, then 
all the voxels on the ray can be updated. 
Here, we define the voxels on a ray to be: 
                                          
X=  , ,         
 
Where   connects sourse s and projection  F  . so X is 
the set of the voxels on  
Now  
 

Δf(x)=                                   

Then the exact reconstruction formula can be expressed as: 

f(X) = +……δ f(x )  =                                

Eqn.updates the voxels on the ray connecting source s and 
projection    F  If we define FP to 
be the set of all the projection at source s , s Ray to be all the 
ray pass   Ra .  to be all the voxels on 
s Ray . Then we come to the parallel reconstruction formula:     

F(  … … .

                             

We can see from the equation that the voxels in s X can be 
updated if one frame of filtered projection arrives. When the 
next frame of filtered projection arrives, another set of s X 
can be updated. 
The voxel to be updated has the following features: 
(1) The voxel is in the support cylinder 
 (2) the source s is on the   parametic interval decided by 
voxel 
 

V.  THE EXACT RECONSTRUCTION FORMULA 
The exact formula proposed by Katsevich can be expressed 
as following: 

f( =- , dγ   

 
Here Df( ,  is the projection of the reconstructed object . 

  is the π parametric interval. 
From the equation we can see that the projection data is first 
filtered, then the filtered projection data is Back projected to 
form the attenuation image. It’s of truly FBP type. 
The formula can be solved by the following five steps: 
(1) Derive the projection data Df(y,θ) using chain rule  

    , , , , ,  

1
  

 
(2) Length weight correction  

 , , (s,u,w) 

(3)  Rebinning  
Define r to be the maximum[15] radius of the object  
arcsin(r/R), using linear interpolation to all the  

   [ -π/2- ,                   
, , , , ,  

Here , = (Ψ+  ) 

(4) IDfiltering  
   , , =   , , ,  

 
(5) Rebinning  

   , , , , ,  

Here  ,    is th one with the least resolution value , 
satisfyig  

).     
(6) BACK PROJECTION  

                       f(x  
, ,

,
ds 

   
 VI. SIMULATION RESULTS 

 

 
Fig1:Shows the CT image 

                                                                 

 
Fig 2:The sinogram image acquired from CT 

 

 
Fig 3 : The simple projection image 
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